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Abstract

Three studies are the first to explore how Gentner’s structural alignment theory (1983;1989) can be applied to the problem of verb acquisition. Study 1 shows that children younger than 3 can compare events based on consistencies across events, and that this comparison influences their extension of new verbs at test. Study 2 provides preliminary evidence that children can align events based on the relations present in related events. Study 3 shows that particular object changes (i.e., tool changes) across related events influences children’s verb extensions. These results suggest that structural alignment and comparison may be a key mechanism in early verb learning.
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Introduction

Learning a new verb is difficult. To learn a verb, children need to deduce which elements of a dynamic, transient event are important in a particular new verb’s meaning or solve a “packaging problem” (e.g., Gleitman & Gleitman, 1992). Furthermore, languages vary in which elements of events are incorporated in their verb system (e.g., path information in verbs in Spanish but not as often in English; Talmy, 1975), thus children need to attend to different elements in events across languages.

Structural Alignment and Comparison

Given the difficulty of this task, it seems likely that children exploit any information available to them during verb learning, including information available in the situational context in which a new verb is heard. At the same time, considering every situational cue in every context would quickly overwhelm a young child. Thus, a principled account of how children use situational information across contexts is needed. Gentner and others have shown that adults and children can use a domain-general cognitive process to compare instances to each other (e.g., Markman & Gentner, 1993; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner & Namy, 2000; Loewenstein & Gentner, 2001; Paik & Mix, 2006; Waxman & Klibanoff, 2000). In this view, an observer analyzes objects and their relations in one instance (e.g., propositions, spatial layouts, scenes) and then seeks out objects in the second instance that can be aligned to the first instance based on their common relational structure. This comparison process highlights the common relational structure across instances (Gentner & Markman, 1997), which is just the sort of information children need to attend to when learning a new verb. Thus, this theory of structural alignment and comparison seems especially well suited to describe a cognitive process children engage in when learning a new verb.

However, most studies of early verb learning in the laboratory expose the child to a single example of a new event. This may lead children to form a good understanding of that event, but also means that the cross-situational information children may be using during verb learning is not available during the experimental session. A few previous studies have provided children with multiple events linked to a single new verb. Two of these studies show that children who are as young as 3 can infer that a single element that varies across events must not be central to a new verb’s meaning (Forbes & Farrar, 1995; Behrend, 1995). A third study (Gropen, Pinker, Hollander & Goldberg, 1991) adds that 4-year-olds are able to use contrastive information during verb learning (e.g., “Now let me show you something that is not keating”) to shape their later verb productions. However, to argue that children are comparing contexts to each other and deriving a common relational structure (as predicted by Gentner’s structural alignment view, e.g., Gentner, 1983; 1989) it is important to show that young children can attend to consistency across contexts.

Study 1 demonstrates that 2 1/2 year old children can attend to consistencies across related events, a prerequisite for the application of Gentner’s view to verb learning. Studies 2 and 3 extend Study 1 by testing specific predictions that can be made by applying Gentner’s theory to verb learning. Specifically, Study 2 tests 2 1/2-year-olds’ attention to relations apart from objects to begin to better understand whether children can attend to relations or have undergone a ‘relational shift’. Study 3 examines children’s attention to changing elements across events, as well as their use of syntactic information, during verb learning. As a whole, these studies begin to test a new mechanism for verb learning, a domain-general process of structural alignment and comparison.

Study 1

Method

Participants Thirty-six 2 1/2 year old children participated in this study (range: 2;4-2;10; mean age = 2;7) with 18 girls and 18 boys.

Children lived in a south central region of the United States, and were mostly from middle-class or upper-middle-class families. A 50% English criterion was used to exclude children with insufficient English exposure, and parents completed selected portions of the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory: Words and Sentences (Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Bates, Thal, & Pethick,
was presented in a block of trials that included a teaching phase and a test phase. In the teaching phase, the experimenter (E) enacted the target action while producing a novel verb (e.g., “Look! I’m going to <verb> it. I’m <verbing> it. I <verbed> it.”). The set of sentences with the enactment was repeated. Children then were given a chance to enact the event and say the new verb (e.g., “Now it’s your turn to play. Can you say ____?”).

Following the child’s enactment, the experimenter either repeated the target action 6 more times (Control group) or enacted 3 new events that were related to the target action. These new events either maintained the action component of the target event (Action group) or the result (Result group). For each new event, E produced the same set of 3 sentences twice and enacted the event twice (=24 repetitions of each novel verb before test).

In the test phase, the experimenter put new objects in front of the child and asked the child to enact the event (e.g., “Can you <verb> it?”). Each test set of objects included the apparatus used in the target event, a new object that could be used to enact the action, and a new object that could be used to produce the result (see Fig. 1). Once the child acted, the experimenter asked the child to produce the verb (e.g., “What are you doing?”) and then the experimenter imitated the child’s actions and asked the child to produce the verb again (e.g., “Now look. What am I doing?”). Children then were given one more chance to perform a new action (e.g., “Can you <verb> again? How else can you <verb> it?”).

The teaching and test phase formed a single block of trials. The process was repeated until children had completed a block of trials for each of the four novel events. Coding Responses in which children used the target apparatus and performed the target action were coded as Target responses. Action responses were responses in which the child used new objects and performed the same movement as seen in the Target event (and comparison events). Result responses included any response in which children used a new object to accomplish the same result that was produced in the initial complex event (and comparison events). Any irrelevant responses were coded as Other.

To better examine the range of different responses children produced, only the first production of a particular type of response was scored (e.g., Meltzoff, 1995). Even so, in this study and in the subsequent studies children had the opportunity to make multiple responses, thus these response categories are independent.

Interrater agreement between 2 independent coders was 91%, Cohen’s Kappa = .81.

Results

Preliminary analyses revealed that our 2 1/2-year-old children had difficulty learning 4 new verbs in a single session. Thus, we examined their responses to the first 3 verbs they heard in the experiment, with different children learning different combinations of the four new verbs.

A repeated measures ANOVA was computed with Response Type (3: Target, Action, Result) as a within-subjects factor, and Condition (3: Control, Action, Result) as a between-subjects factor; the dependent measure was the

---

**Fig. 1:** Target event (top), Action comparison (left), Result comparison (right), Test objects (bottom).

**Procedure** Each child heard 4 new verbs. Each new verb was presented in a block of trials that included a teaching phase and a test phase. In the teaching phase, the
number of responses produced at test (see Figure 2). The ANOVA revealed a main effect of Response Type, $F(2, 33) = 9.45$, $p<.001$, a main effect of Condition, $F(2, 33) = 5.50$, $p<.01$, and a significant Response by Condition interaction, $F(4, 33) = 6.86$, $p<.001$.

Simple comparisons with Sidak corrected $p$ values for the use of multiple post-hoc tests (Sidak, 1967) were used to investigate the Response by Condition interaction (see Fig. 2). In the Control condition, there were significantly more Target responses than Action responses ($p<.001$). In the Result condition, there were significantly more Target and Result responses than Action responses ($ps<.001$). There were no differences between the three response types in the Action condition.

These same analyses across the 3 conditions revealed no differences in the mean number of Target responses across conditions. The number of Action responses was greater in the Action condition than in the Control ($p=.001$) or Result conditions ($p=.001$). Result responses were greater in the Result condition than in both the Control condition ($p<.01$) and the Action condition ($p<.05$).

We also examined children’s responses as individuals by counting how many children produced a Target, Action or Result response at test; the parametric results are mirrored in the responses made by individual children.

One prediction that follows from the structural alignment view is that events with the same number of elements, and events with elements that accomplish a result in a similar way, are easier to align than are events in which variations in number and roles of elements are seen. In Study 2 we examined whether we could influence verb learning by giving children sets of either perfectly alignable or less alignable events.

**Study 2**

**Method**

**Participants** Thirty-six 2 1/2-year-old children (mean age =2;8; range: 2;5-2;10) participated in the study.

**Design and Materials** Twelve participants were randomly assigned to either a Perfectly Alignable, a Less Alignable or a Control Condition.

As in the previous study, 4 novel complex events were constructed as Target events (see Fig. 3) and a novel verb was randomly assigned to each event. In each target event, E used a specific movement/set of movements to create a noticeable change in a third object. In the Perfectly Alignable condition, 3 comparison events were constructed which had the same number of elements as in the Target event (and the other comparison events) and had objects in particular roles in each event (e.g., tools) that had similar perceptual properties. In the Less Alignable condition, the comparison events had different numbers of objects, the objects in particular roles did not share many properties, and some role reversals were shown (in terms of objects of a particular type in a role that was similar to a role in the target event, e.g., squisher, squishee). In a Control condition, the Target event was repeated twice. A third set of stimuli was available at test. These included an object that could be used to reproduce the result (Extension) and an object that could be used to perform a familiar unrelated

**Fig 2: Study 1 Results.**
action (Affordance). The procedure was the same as had been used in Study 1.

**Coding** Children’s responses were coded into three categories: as Extension responses (if they reproduced the event E had shown using new objects), as Affordance responses (if they used a familiar object to enact a familiar event, e.g. throwing a ball into a bucket above) or Other (if they enacted an irrelevant event). Children could respond multiple times thus they could produce all of the types of responses. In this study, we computed proportions of Extension and Affordance responses by counting the total number of each specific response type and dividing it by the total number of all responses.

**Results**

A repeated measures ANOVA was computed with Condition (Perfectly Alignable, Less Alignable, Control) as a between-subjects factor, and Response type (Extension, Affordance) as a within-subjects factor; the dependent measure was the proportion of responses at test. The analysis revealed a main effect of Response type, $F(1, 33) = 52.85, p<.001$, and a significant Condition by Response type interaction, $F(2, 33) = 5.04, p<.02$ (see Fig. 4).

Post-hoc tests showed that there were significantly more Extension responses in the Perfectly Alignable than in the Less Alignable condition ($p<.05$), but that Extensions in the Perfectly Alignable condition did not differ from the proportion of Extensions in the Control condition. In addition, there were significantly more Affordance responses in the Less Alignable condition than in the other 2 conditions ($p<.04$).

![Mean proportion of responses](image)

**Discussion**

These results show that children performed less well when they saw events with differing numbers of elements, events in which the result was accomplished in a different way and/or events in which elements that shared properties with elements in a target event (e.g., the larger object in an event) was used in a different role in the comparison event. An account of why these types of successive events would be less useful to children is Gentner’s (1983; 1988) structural alignment view. This finding that we can disrupt alignments, as shown by children’s increased reliance on a fall-back strategy (using object affordances) is exciting because no previous study of verb learning has shown attention to relations across events.

A second prediction that follows from the structural alignment view is that the comparison events will help children attend to the changing element in an event. In a third study children were shown either events in which a tool changed or a patient (affected object) changed across the comparison events. The prediction was that children who were comparing events to each other would attend to the changing element and use it to guide their verb extensions at test. In addition, in this study children received syntactic cues which should highlight objects that are named. Thus, the study includes comparison cues and syntactic information to explore the contribution of each type of information to verb learning.

**Study 3**

**Method**

**Participants** Forty-two 2 1/2-year-old children (mean age =2;7; range: 2;4-3;3) participated in the study.

**Design and Materials** Each child was randomly assigned to either a Noun First, a Noun Last or an All Pronoun condition (n = 14 per condition). Within each condition, there were two within-subjects variables: Event type (tool change or patient change) and Response type (extension, distractor). Each child saw 2 sets of events in which the tool was changed in the events before test, and 2 sets of events in which the patient (affected objects) varied. While they were seeing these events, stimulus sentences either labeled the tool (Noun first), labeled the patient (Noun last) or neither (all pronoun). These different syntactic conditions were included to compare the effect of hearing a noun to the effect of seeing a changing element.

As in the previous studies, 4 novel events were constructed as Target events and a novel verb was randomly assigned to each event. In each target event, E used a specific movement/set of movements to create a noticeable change in a third object. Two event sets were created in which the patient was varied. For example, in one event, E stirred a set of smaller objects using a pencil (see Fig. 5). Two other event sets were created in which the affected object stayed the same but the tool changed (see Fig. 6). Children saw the related events while hearing sentences from one of the 3 sentence conditions.

**Procedure** The only difference in procedure in this study as compared to the previous 2 studies was that children were given an initial play session with the test objects to have the chance to explore them before each event set was shown.

As in the previous studies, children then heard 4 new verbs, one at a time. Each new verb was presented in a block of trials that included a teaching phase and a test phase. The sentences used in the teaching phase were those
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that corresponded to each child’s sentence condition. Each child saw 3 related events before the test phase and each event was demonstrated twice by E.

Noun First
“The pencil meeks it.”

Noun Last
“It meeks the rocks (flowers, buttons).”

All Pronoun
“It meeks it.”

Fig. 5: Patient change set with sentence conditions.

Noun First
“The fork (brush, banana) koobs it.”

Noun Last
“It koobs the cord.”

All Pronoun
“It koobs it.”

Fig. 6: Tool change set with sentence conditions.

In the test phase, the experimenter put new objects in front of the child and asked the child to enact the event (e.g., “Can you <verb> it?”). Each test set of objects included a new tool, a new patient and two distractor objects (see Fig. 7). Once the child acted, the experimenter asked the child to produce the verb (e.g., “What are you doing?”). Children then were given one more chance to perform a new action (e.g., “Can you <verb> again? How else can you <verb> it?”).

The teaching and test phase formed a single block of trials. The process was repeated until children had completed a block of trials for each of the four novel events. Coding Children’s enactments were coded into two main categories: Extension response (i.e., use of a new object to accomplish the same result as in E’s events) or Distractor (any other irrelevant response). As in Study 1, to better examine the range of different responses children produced, only the first production of a particular response was scored (e.g., Meltzoff, 1995). Even so, children could make multiple responses so the production of an extension response did not mean they could not also make a distractor response.

Results

A repeated measures ANOVA was computed with Condition (3: Noun first, Noun last, All pronoun) as a between-subjects factor and Event Type (Patient change, Tool change) and Response Type (Extension, Distractor) as within-subjects factors, and; the dependent measure was the number of responses produced at test. The analysis revealed a main effect of Response Type, $F(1, 39) = 86.85, p < .001$, a main effect of Event Type, $F(1, 39) = 5.68, p < .03$, and a significant Event Type by Response Type interaction, $F(1, 39) = 20.63, p < .001$; there was no main effect or interaction with Condition.

Post-hoc tests with Sidak corrections revealed that there was a significant difference in children’s extension responses across the two event types ($p = .001$) and there was a trend towards significance for distractor responses ($p < .06$). Within each event type, there was a significant difference between the two types of responses children made (see Fig. 8).

Discussion

This study provides clear evidence showing that particular object changes—i.e., tool changes—influenced children’s enactments. Events in which the patient changed did not appear to lead to appropriate verb extensions in the same way. Naming the objects that were changing appeared to have no influence as there was no main effect or interaction with our different sentence conditions. Thus, children did not appear to use the nouns in sentences to direct their attention to tools or to patients. One reason for this result may be that comparing events requires so many cognitive resources that there are few left over to use to process the linguistic information. Given that this study was the first to try to examine both structural alignment and linguistic information in verb learning, further studies examining the interaction of these cues are needed. Children in real world settings would have access to both of these cues and likely
do use both types of information, though our study suggests they may not use both types of cues simultaneously.

General Discussion

Three studies provide preliminary evidence of children’s use of structural alignment in learning new verbs. Further studies are needed to explore specific aspects of each of these studies. However, there is no other theory of verb learning which would predict these patterns of results across these studies. Most studies of new verb learning in young children present the child with only a single new example of an event that corresponds to the new verb. Yet, children have access to multiple events in their everyday life. If children can make use of the information available across these events, perhaps by aligning them based on their relational structure, they could use the information about similarities and differences across events to refine their understanding of the appropriate situational contexts to which a new verb refers. Our lab is the first to try to adapt Gentner’s theory to early verb learning, and the results are promising (see also Childers & Paik, 2008, for a cross-cultural study). This view leads to important predictions to address, and may describe a core mechanism children may use to learn new verbs.
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